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2. Executive Summary
The devastating effects of global warming are increasing at alarming rates.1 The global
temperature of combined land and water has increased at an average rate of 0.13ºF per decade

1

See e.g.,Earth Science Communications Team, The Effects of Climate Change, NASA,
https://climate.nasa.gov/effects/ (last visited Sept. 29, 2020) (“Scientists have high confidence
that global temperatures will continue to rise for decades to come, largely due to greenhouse
gases produced by human activities.”) [hereinafter The Effects of Climate Change]; Melissa
1

since 1880.2 Increasing global temperatures, compounded by the Heat Island Effect, pose a
dangerous threat to our nation’s cities. “Heat islands are urbanized areas that experience higher
temperatures than outlying areas. Structures such as buildings, roads, and other infrastructure
absorb and re-emit the sun’s heat more than natural landscapes such as forests and water
bodies.”3 Heat Islands increase energy consumption, elevate emission of air pollutants, and
endanger residents health and safety.4 After a heat wave in 2006, at least 140 people died due to
heat-related illnesses, and 17,100 more were hospitalized.5 Increasing temperatures cause more
deaths per year than any other weather hazards, despite the preventability of the Heat Island
Effect.6
The following policy proposal focuses on mitigating the Heat Island Effect in Los
Angeles and addressing global climate change with vegetative infrastructure. Vegetative
solutions like tree canopies and green roofs can significantly reduce the temperatures
experienced by residents, thereby reducing mechanical cooling use and greenhouse gas

Denchak, Are the Effects of Global Warming Really that Bad, Nat’l Res. Def. Council (Mar. 15,
2016), https://www.nrdc.org/stories/are-effects-global-warming-really-bad (“[C]limate project
[the Earth] will be at least eight degrees warmer by 2100.”).
2
Lindsey, Climate Change: Global Temperature (citing NOAA National Centers for
Environmental Information, State of the Climate: Global Climate Report for Annual 2019,
National Centers for Environmental Information (Jan. 2020)), https://www.climate.gov/newsfeatures/understanding-climate/climate-change-global-temperature (discussing the combined
land and ocean temperature change per decade).
3
Heat Island Effect, EPA (Aug. 24, 2020)
https://www.epa.gov/heatislands#:~:text=Heat%20islands%20are%20urbanized%20areas,as%20
forests%20and%20water%20bodies. (“Heat islands are urbanized areas that experienced higher
temperatures than outlying areas.”)
4
Id.
5
Hospitalizations includes emergency room visits. Heat-related mortality and morbidity, Cal.
EPA (2019) https://oehha.ca.gov/media/epic/downloads/19humanhealth_14jan2019.pdf.
6
Id. (“Deaths and illnesses from heat exposure are severely underreported and vary from year to
year.”).
2

emissions. Implementing vegetative solutions can give rise to certain challenges especially in
southern California, such as inciting wildfires, quickly depleting water sources, and combating
environmental racism. This proposal aims to address those challenges through innovative
partnerships, careful city planning, and water conservation.
3. Current Climate in Los Angeles
3.1. Statutory Impact
At a federal level, little has been done to address the negative effects of climate change.
Despite failed legislation to reduce carbon emissions, such as the American Clean Energy and
Security Act,7 President Obama and his administration developed several executive orders and
welcomed a United States Supreme Court ruling in Massachusetts v. EPA that provided for the
classification of carbon dioxide as a “pollutant” to be regulated under the Clean Air Act.8
However, President Trump overturned several of former President Obama’s executive orders and
signaled a different path with Congress, “showing little interest in supporting aggressive climate
change policies.”9 President Trump even went as far as withdrawing from Paris Accord,10 in
holding economic interest over environmental interests, when stating that, “[T]he United States

7

The American Clean Energy and Security Act, an act introduce by the 111th Congress,
endeavored to create clean energy jobs, reduce global warming, and establish energy
independence. H.R. 2454, 111TH CONG. (2009).
8
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007); 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401–7671Q.
9
John M. W. Moorlach, Climate Change Policies in California
https://moorlach.cssrc.us/content/climate-change-policies-california (last visited Sept. 29, 2020)
[hereinafter Moorlach, Climate Change Policies in California] (citing Robinson Meyer, The
Giant Trump Climate Order is Here, The Atlantic (Mar. 28, 2017)
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/03/trump-climate-eo/520986/).
10
The Paris Accord, or Paris Agreement, serves as a multi-state agreement to substantially
reduce the risks and impacts of climate change negotiated within the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change. U.N. Doc. FCCC/CP/2015/L.9/Rev/1 (Dec. 12, 2015).
3

will cease all implementation of the non-binding Paris Accord and the draconian financial and
economic burdens the agreement imposes on our country.”11
As a result, California has taken to a leadership role in implementing state legislation
aimed at combating global warming and the continuing impacts of climate change in our
society.12 Initial steps towards a global warming solution were taken in 2006 when the California
State Senate passed the Assembly Bill (AB) 32, or the Global Warming Solutions Act ("the
Act"), which purported “to place caps on carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, including
those in automobile emissions.”13 More specifically, the Act created a multi-year program to
reduce emission to 1990 levels by 2020.14 By 2016, the state of California expanded its efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions with the passage of Senate Bill (SB) 32.15 The SB 32 raised its
effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030.16 Upon
recognizing the urgency for states with large vehicle fleets to adopt stricter vehicle emissions
standards than EPA’s national standards at the time, California senators requested the EPA to
grant California a waiver.17 Such a waiver would allow California to enact for itself vehicle

11

Moorlach, Climate Change Policies in California (citing President Donald Trump, Statement
by President Trump on the Paris Climate Accord (June 1, 2017)).
12
See California Senate passes Global Warming Solutions Act, History.Com (Aug. 30, 2006)
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/california-senate-passes-global-warming-solutionsact#:~:text=On%20August%2030%2C%202006%2C%20the,those%20found%20in%20automob
ile%20emissions [hereinafter California Senate passes Global Warming Solutions Act] (“The
bill’s passage solidified California’s role as a leader in enacted legislation aimed at combating
global warming.”).
13
Id.
14

15

Id.

A.B. 32, 109TH CONG. (2006).
Id.; California Senate passes Global Warming Solutions Act (“California is now demonstrating
impressive outcomes from the implementation of its climate policies. After the first decade of
AB32 implementation, California’s economy is growing while carbon pollution is declining.”).
17
The Case for the California Waiver, 110th Cong. (2007).
16
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emissions standards that are stricter than those of the Clean Air Act.18 In 2008, EPA granted this
waiver of Clean Air Act preemption to California.19 Today, 13 other states have adopted
California’s vehicle standards under Section 177 of the Clean Air Act.20
On a local scale, Los Angeles County has implemented the 2020 Community Climate
Action Plan (“CCAP”), 2020 CCAP Implementation Ordinances, and the General Plan Annual
Progress Report which all serve to reduce the impacts of climate change by reducing greenhouse
gas emissions from community activities.21 Specifically, the CCAP Implementation Ordinances,
under Title 22, serve to develop the City of Los Angeles to be more compatible for
implementation of cool roofs and cool pavement, infrastructure for electric vehicles, tools for
vehicle idle reduction, and secondary uses for high-voltage power lines.22
3.2. Rising Heat Trends in Los Angeles
Since the 1990s, California’s near-surface temperature has increased by approximately
2°F annually.23 Projection models, developed by the UCLA Institute of the Environment and
Sustainability, show continuous temperature increases in the state of California through the end

18

Id.
See California Greenhouse Gas Waiver Request, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/regulationsemissions-vehicles-and-engines/california-greenhouse-gas-waiver-request (last visited Sept. 28,
2020) (“EPA granted. Waiver of Clean Air Act preemption to California for its greenhouse gas
emission standards for motor vehicles beginning with the 2009 model year.”).
20
States that have Adopted California’s Vehicle Standards under Section 177 of the Federal
Clean Air Act, Cal. Air Res. Bd. (Aug. 19, 2019) https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/201910/ca_177_states.pdf.
21
Community Climate Action Plan, Los Angeles Cty. Dep’t Reg’l Planning (2020)
http://planning.lacounty.gov/ccap.
22
LOS ANGELES, CAL., CODE § 22 (2020).
23
State Climate Summaries: California, NOAA National Centers for Environmental
Information, https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/ca/ (last visited Sept. 28, 2020) (“Average
annual temperature has risen by approximately 2ºF since the early 20th century.”).
19
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of the 21st century: an increase of between 35.1°F and 37.4°F in a low, global greenhouse gas
emissions scenario; 37.6°F and 39.7°F in a medium emissions scenario; and 40°F and 42.4°F in a
high emissions scenario by 2100.24
Other projections further predict the inevitability of continued temperature increases in
Los Angeles without intervening mitigation efforts from government agencies.25 According to
these projections, in a “business-as-usual” scenario,26 Downtown Los Angeles will see an
increase in annual-mean surface air temperature by the mid-21st century--somewhere between
1.3°F to 6.5°F.27 Further, projections suggest that Downtown Los Angeles will see a significant
increase in its number of extremely hot days;28 2.3 to 10.2 more extremely hot days annually.29
Contrarily, projections of mitigation efforts illustrate potential to curb the effects of
global warming in the near future.30 Under a mitigation scenario,31 Downtown Los Angeles will
see about half as many extremely hot days.32 Further, the mitigation scenario projections suggest
that Downtown Los Angeles’ annual-mean surface air temperature will only increase by 0.6°F to
5.0° F by the mid-21st century.33 The data encompassed by the mitigation scenario are

24

Daniel R. Cayan et al., Climate change scenarios for the California region, 87 Climatic Change
21 (2008).
25
Alex Hall, Mid-Century Warming in the Los Angeles Region Part I of the “Climate Change in
the Los Angeles Region” project, UCLA Dep’t of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sci.,
https://www.coolrooftoolkit.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/LA-Heat-Storm.pdf [hereinafter
Hall, Mid-Century Warming in the Los Angeles Region].
26
The business-as-usual scenario considers the situation where greenhouse gas emissions
continue to increase at the past decade’s rates.
27
Hall, Mid-Century Warming in the Los Angeles Region at 44.
28
Hot days are those days with a maximum temperature above 95°F.
29
Hall, Mid-Century Warming in the Los Angeles Region at 21.
30
Id. at 3.
31
A mitigation scenario is one in which emissions decline over the next few decades due to a
global effort to mitigate greenhouse gases.
32
Id. at 21.
33
Id. at 44.
6

substantially lower than the “business-as-usual” projections.34 Based on these projections,
mitigation efforts are an essential tool in combatting rising temperatures in the City of Los
Angeles.35
3.3. Funding36
In the 2019-2020 Annual Fiscal Year Budget Report37 (hereinafter, the “Budget”), the
City of Los Angeles apportioned $3,223,904,392 for spending on Home and Community
Environment.38 Home and Community Environment allocates funding into eleven categories:
“(BA) Building Regulation; (BB) City Planning and Zoning; (BC) Blight Identification and
Elimination; (BD) Public Improvements; (BE) Stormwater Management; (BF) Wastewater
Collection, Treatment and Disposal; (BH) Solid Waste Collection and Disposal; (I) Aesthetic
and Clean Streets and Parkways; (BL) Environmental Quality; (BM) Neighborhood
Improvement; (BN) Housing.”39
Further, Los Angeles Mayor, Eric Garcetti, has demonstrated his commitment to funding
and supporting green initiatives through “L.A.’s Green Deal, Sustainable City pLAn.”40 This
initiative allocates approximately $55.2 million to the City’s environmental improvement

34

Id.
Id.
36
See Appendix B- Available Funding Chart
37
The Annual Fiscal Year Budget Report is submitted by the Mayor, adopted by the City
Council and distributed by the Controller and City Administrative Office each fiscal year at 600.
This document reflects the City of Los Angeles’ budget for the 2019/2020 fiscal year.
38
Eric Garcetti, City of Los Angeles Budget, Fiscal Year 2019-2020, City of L.A. (2019)
[hereinafter Garcetti, City of Los Angeles Budget].
39
Id. at 41 and 602.
40
Eric Garcetti, L.A.’s Green New Deal, Sustainable City pLAn (2019) (explaining an expanded
plan to “[secure] clear air and water and [stabilize] climate”).
35
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projects.41 The City of Los Angeles has begun implementing this initiative, which purports to
uphold the following four key principles: (1) maintain a commitment to uphold the Paris Climate
Agreement; (2) deliver justice by delivering an inclusive green economy; (3) implement green
jobs; and (4) showcase to the world what an urban Green New Deal looks like.42 Specifically,
this plan pledges to utilize funds to plant 90,000 trees by Year 2021, recycle 100% of waste
water by Year 2035, and capture and source local water.43 It also undertakes the commitment to
implement green jobs, such as “jobs in businesses that produce goods or provide services that
benefits the environment or conserve natural resources.”44 Supplemental monies are made
available for these environmental improvements through a partnership with the Los Angeles
Department of Recreation and Parks (“RAP”).45 RAP has pledged to align with LA’s Green
Deal, Sustainability pLAn and the Mayor's specific environmental goals by allocating a total of
$64,044,000 to the City’s Land Maintenance to provide general upkeep, cleanliness, and
maintenance of park grounds and facilities.46
Moreover, the City has selected organizations dedicated to cooling the streets. To
advance its street cooling goals, the City of Los Angeles has allocated $3,000,000 in cool

41

Id. at 32 (providing $23 million to Green Together: Northeast Valley, $200,000 to South L.A.
Climate Commons Collaborative, and $32 million to Watts Rising).
42
Mayor Garcetti Launches L.A.’s Green New Deal, City of Los Angeles (Apr. 29, 2019)
https://www.lamayor.org/mayor-garcetti-launches-la%E2%80%99s-green-new-deal.
43
The City of Los Angeles endeavors to plant 90,000 trees across Los Angeles, “rooting them in
neighborhoods that have been most impacted by high emissions and high temperatures,” “recycle
100% of all wastewater for beneficial reuse by 2035” and “source 70% of L.A.’s water locally
and capture 150,000 acre ft/yr of stormwater by 2035.” Id. at 44–123.
44
The City of Los Angeles pledges to “create 300,000 green jobs by 2035; and 400,000 by 2050.
Id. at 11, 132.
45
Michael A. Shull, Overview of the Adopted Fiscal Year 2019-2020 Department of Recreation
and Parks Operating Budget, City of L.A. Dep’t of Recreation and Parks (2019).
46
Id. at 7.
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pavement technologies, as a part of its “Cool LA” initiative.47 This amount will be distributed
between multiple types of street cooling technologies directed by the Bureau of Street Services,
StreetsLA.48 StreetsLA is a publicly funded division of the Department of Public Works with an
annual budget of approximately $210 million, which is used to conduct street improvements,
implement the City’s Cool Pavement Program, and plant street trees.49 To date, “StreetsLA
manages nearly 700,000 street trees growing along 6,500 miles of public roads.”50
Finally, TreePeople is a grassroots community organization that partners with
government organizations to build an equitable tree canopy and local water supply while
supporting research and policy proposals for the City.51 In 2018, TreePeople raised $2,950,287
from donors, to use towards urban forestry and urban cooling initiatives.52
The policy initiative proposed in this document will accomplish, in part, many of the
goals suggested in the Budget, LA’s Green Deal Sustainable City pLAn, athe Cool LA initiative;
funding from these initiatives can be utilized to support this proposal.53
3.4. Water Mismanagement54
Water shortages and droughts have plagued southern California for decades.55 Though
climate change has contributed to warmer temperatures, it is not the only impetus for long-

47

Garcetti, City of Los Angeles Budget at 8.
Id.
49
Id.
50
Id.
51
TreePeople Financial Statements, TreePeople (Dec. 21, 2018).
52
Id. at 22.
53
See the chart in Appendix B for an outline of all available funds.
54
Water mismanagement, precisely in California, refers to irresponsible amounts of water
syphoned from the Colorado River annually.
55
Drought in California, U.S. Drought Portal (Sept. 22, 2020) (“Since 2000, the longest duration
of duration of drought in California.”).
48
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lasting droughts or water shortages in California; water mismanagement and lack of precipitation
driven by natural atmospheric cycles are the two main causes for water scarcity.56
Residents of California, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, and Arizona
share water from the Colorado River.57 Specifically, the Colorado River “sustains 40 million
people in those states, supports 15 percent of the nation's food supply, and fills two of [the]
largest water reserves in the country.”58 The Colorado River experienced a particularly wet year
when it was originally divided amongst the states leading to “[t]he states vastly overestimate[ing]
the river's annual flow.”59 Maintaining a reliance on a single-source water supply is contrary to
drought preparedness and can lead to an increase in wildfires.60 This proposal suggests
vegetative solutions to the Heat Island Effect; however, a major concern of vegetative solutions
is the extensive water use. It is, therefore, imperative to use drought-resistant and low-water
plants throughout all of the proposed solutions below.61
3.5. Turf Replacement Program for Water Conservation
Los Angeles has developed programs to help make the most out of southern California
rainfall. Water conservation helps reduce overall regional water demand on a single water
source, as described in Section 3.4 of this proposal. Conservation can ensure a greater amount of

56

Amanda Zamora, Abrahm Lustgarten & Lauren Kirchner, California’s Drought Is Part of a
Much Bigger Water Crisis. Here’s What You Need to Know, ProPublica (June 25, 2015,
12:30pm) https://www.propublica.org/article/california-drought-colorado-river-water-crisisexplained (last visited Sept. 27, 2020).
57
Id. (“Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Arizona and California all share water
from the Colorado River.”).
58
Id. at ¶ 1.
59
Id. at ¶ 10.
60
Id. at ¶ 5.
61
See Appendix A.
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reliable water supply for the region. Sustainable landscaping is a key aspect of conservation and
is thus crucial to the vegetative solutions in this proposal.62
Decentralized strategies for collecting and distributing water, such as rainwater
harvesting and stormwater capture, provide “a diverse mix that reduce[s] dependence on any
single source.”63 Implementing vegetative solutions to the urban heat crisis in drought-afflicted
areas like California, does not impede responsible water management. Green spaces can be
irrigated with recycled water and stormwater harvesting.64
The vegetative goals in this proposal must be aligned with the City’s existing
conservation efforts. Further, street trees planted to block the sunlight and reduce sidewalks and
parkway heat should be “Low Water Trees.”65 Community gardens and other new green spaces
should use other water conservation techniques such as specific water-retaining soils, special
watering devices, stormwater capture, and low-water plants. The type of soil used in gardens
greatly alters the amount of water absorbed into the earth or that runs off the soil. Using 2-4"
mulch above the soil surface mitigates weeds and infiltrates rain water.66 Wood mulch with grass

62

Nicki Meier, Water Retention Landscape Techniques for Farm and Garden, Permaculture Res.
Inst. (Aug. 8, 2013), https://www.permaculturenews.org/2013/08/08/water-retention-landscapetechniques-for-farm-and-garden/.
63
Transferring Lessons from Australia’s Millennium Drought to California: ACCELERATING
ADAPTATION TO DROUGHT, FLOOD & HEAT, TreePeople, 4 (Feb. 2016).
64
Id. at 37.
65
See Appendix A; Low Water Trees, L.A. Dep’t of Water and Power
http://www.ladwp.cafriendlylandscaping.com/listplants.php?index=1 (last visited Sept. 27,
2020).
66
See Tour: Watershed Garden, Cal. Friendly Landscaping
http://www.ladwp.cafriendlylandscaping.com/GWImage.php?index=2&source=gtc (last visited
Sept. 30, 2020) (“Incorporate compost 6" into your soil to retain water, reduce compaction, feed
earthworms, and provide valuable nutrients to your plants.”)
11

clippings retain water for longer and thus does not require as much rainfall per year to keep
plants healthy.67
Watering devices are also a crucial aspect of water conservation in gardens. Lowpressure irrigation systems deliver “water directly to where the plant needs it, with little or no
evaporation, overspray and runoff.”68 Prioritizing rainwater capture can take the pressure off of
irrigation systems.69 Rain barrels can capture stormwater and slowly distribute water into
irrigation systems during dry spells.70
City parks have already begun implementing some of these strategies to preserve water.
“Turf removal strategies include replacement with organic and hardscape materials, such as
drought tolerant plants, mulch, decomposed granite, gravel, permeable pavers. The Department
of Water and Power estimates that each square foot of turf removed will save up to 32.4 gallons
each year.”71 New parks and community gardens can incorporate these same water-saving
strategies.
Planting trees intermittently throughout parks and gardens can advance conservation
efforts. "Shade from trees slows water evaporation from thirsty lawns. Most newly planted trees

67

Marie Iannotti, What Is Mulch?, The Spruce, https://www.thespruce.com/what-is-mulch1402413 (last updated Sept. 17, 2020).
68
Douglas Kent, California Friendly: A maintenance guide for landscapers, gardeners and land
managers, The Metropolitan Water Dist.of So.Cal., 12 (Mar. 2017).
69
SIX ELEMENTS OF A CALIFORNIA FRIENDLY LANDSCAPE, The Met. Water Dist. of So.
Cal., 3 (July 2013), https://www.coronaca.gov/home/showdocument?id=2192 (“High pressure
causes breaks and misting and wastes water.”).
70
Id.
71
Amy A. Garcia, DOUBLING DOWN on Water and Energy Conservation, Parks and Rec., 58
9Apr. 2016).
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need only fifteen gallons of water a week. As trees transpire, they increase atmospheric
moisture.”72
3.6. Current Fire Crisis
Wildfires have burned throughout California for centuries and have become a natural part
of the state’s landscape. 73 However, in recent decades, especially in Southern California, the
area burned in the state has increased.74 In terms of acres burned, this year’s wildfire season in
California has already become the largest wildfire season ever recorded in the state.75 California
wildfires are inevitable and must be addressed when proposing vegetative solutions.
There is an important distinction between wildfires that are driven primarily by Santa
Ana winds (“SA fires”) and those that are driven primarily by hot and dry weather (“non-SA
fires”).76 SA fires occur from October through April, whereas non-SA fires occur from June

72

TOP 22 BENEFITS OF TREES, TreePeople, https://www.treepeople.org/tree-benefits (last
visited Sept. 27, 2020).
73
See Scott L. Stephens, Robert E. Martin, & Nicholas E. Clinton, Prehistoric fire area and
emissions from California’s forests, woodlands, shrublands, and grasslands, 251 Forest Ecology
and Mgmt. 205 (2007); 2020 Incident Archive, Calif. Dep't of Forestry and Fire Protection,
https://www.fire.ca.gov/incidents/2020/ (“Fires ignited by lightning and Native Americans have
been a component of the majority of California ecosystems for thousands of years.”).
74
See Yufang Jin, Identification of two distinct fire regimes in Southern California: implications
for economic impact and future change, 10 Envtl. Res. Letters 1 (2015) (citing Yufang Jin,
Contrasting controls on wildland fires in Southern California during periods with and without
Santa Ana winds, J. of Geophysical Res., Vol. 119 (2014)).
75
See Priya Krishnakumar & Swetha Kannan, The worst fire season ever. Again., L.A. Times
(Sept. 15, 2020), https://www.latimes.com/projects/california-fires-damage-climate-changeanalysis/ (holding that California has the largest wildfire season by stating “the last 10 years have
shattered records. 2020 tops them all”).
76
See Yufang Jin, Identification of two distinct fire regimes in Southern California: implications
for economic impact and future change, 10 Envtl. Res. Letters 1, 2 (2015) [hereinafter Jin,
Identification of two distinct fire regimes] (citing Yufang Jin, Contrasting controls on wildland
fires in Southern California during periods with and without Santa Ana winds, J. of Geophysical
Res., Vol. 119 (2014)) (“Non-SA fires typically occurred in more remote inland areas, and the
13

through September.77 Although SA fires tend to cause more fatalities, damage more buildings,
and reduce property value, non-SA fires generally burn more acres.78As a result, the state of
California spent significantly more money and resources fighting non-SA fires.79 The policies
proposed here aim to mitigate the increasingly hot climate in the City of Los Angeles and,
therefore, may only primarily mitigate the occurrence and intensity of non-SA fires.80
4. Policy Recommendations
The dark infrastructure in urban areas cause cities to experience the damaging Heat
Island Effect because it generally has a lower albedo.81 The higher the albedo of a surface, the
more that the surface reflects (rather than absorbs) radiation.82 An albedo increase of just 0.13
can decrease air temperature in the Los Angeles basin by 2°C to 4°C.83 Though vegetation
generally has low albedo, vegetative solutions can still significantly mitigate the Heat Island

majority of these locations burned just once during the past 50 years, though a few ares along
heavy traffic corridors and with relatively strong summer winds burned more frequently.”).
77
Id. at 2 (“[N]on-SA fires that coincide with hot and dry weather mostly in June through
September.”).
78
Id at 8, tb. 1.
79
Id. at 8–9 (“[T]he cumulative amount spent fighting SA fires during 1995-2009 ($390 M) was
well below that spent on non-SA fires ($743 M).”).
80
Jin, Identification of two distinct fire regimes at 2.
81
See Sandra Totten, LA area has highest urban heat island effect in California, Southern Cal.
Pub. Radio (Sept. 21, 2020), https://www.scpr.org/news/2015/09/21/54511/la-area-has-highesturban-heat-island-effect-in-ca/; Heat Island Compendium, EPA,
https://www.epa.gov/heatislands/heat-island-compendium (last visited Sept. 19, 2020). Albedo is
a measure of the amount of light that a surface reflects- than light surfaces. Albedo, N.C. Climate
Off., https://climate.ncsu.edu/edu/Albedo (last visited Sept. 20, 2020).
82
Id.
83
Haider Taha, Urban climates and heat islands: albedo, evapotranspiration, and anthropogenic
heat, 25 Energy Buildings 99, 4 (1997) (citing Haider Taha Modeling the impacts of large-scale
albedo changes on ozone air quality in the South Coast Air Basin, Atmospheric Env’t (1995)).
14

Effect though the processes of “evapotranspiration cooling.”84 Evapotranspiration occurs when
water evaporates from a leaf after intercept irradiation from the sun’s rays.85 Evapotranspiration
cools the air and blocks the sun from reaching the darker surfaces such as building and
roadways.86
Integrating vegetative solutions into urban landscapes can significantly mitigate the Heat
Island Effect87 by providing shade, shielding buildings from winds, and absorbing solar
irradiation.88 In addition, the evapotranspiration, shade from trees decreases surface and air
temperatures reducing the cost of cooling buildings in warmer months.89 In colder months, trees
and plants shield buildings from cold winds reducing building-warming energy use.90 Finally,
vegetative solutions can mitigate the Heat Island Effect by absorbing and removing significant
amounts of carbon dioxide from the air, or carbon sequester.91

84

Vegetation: Its Role in Weather and Climate, N.C. Climate Off.,
https://climate.ncsu.edu/edu/Vegetation (last visited Sept. 23, 2020) (Forests are beneficial
because they use copious amounts of carbon dioxide, as well as mitigating heat through
transpiration.”).
85
Id.
86
Id. (“[P]lants don’t contribute to overall warming because the excess warmth is offset by
evaporative cooling from transpiration.”).
87
See Using Trees and Vegetation to Reduce Heat Islands, EPA,
https://www.epa.gov/heatislands/using-trees-and-vegetation-reduce-heat-islands (last visited
Sept. 19, 2020) (“Trees and other plants help cool the environment, making vegetation a simple
and effective way to reduce urban heat islands.”) [hereinafter Using Trees and Vegetation to
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The following proposals suggest ways to integrate vegetation into Los Angeles
infrastructure to mitigate global warming.
4.1. Green Walls & Green Roofs
Green Walls Reduce Building Energy Load
Green walls are exterior walls covered with vegetation ranging from wall shrubs to
climbing plants.92 By installing green walls into public housing, the City could save significantly
in energy costs, while improving property values and mitigating extreme heat.93 Green walls
reduce the surface temperatures of buildings through evapotranspiration and shade.94 Green walls
are divided into two categories: green facades, which consist of vegetation rooted at the base of a
wall, in soil, or in a large planter; and living walls, which consist of vegetation rooted in
containers that are fastened to a wall.95
As an initial matter, living walls are generally more expensive to install than green
facades but have greater long-term benefits to the City of Los Angeles.96 Specifically, living
walls reduce a greater amount of energy expenditure and promote biodiversity.97 Living walls
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reduce the amount of energy it takes to cool a building by 75%, whereas green facades only
reduce energy expenditures by 26%.98 Living walls have containers and growing materials built
into the wall itself that create an additional insulation layer.99 Additionally, living walls support
great plant diversity, which boosts ecosystem productivity.100 Plant diversity provides a more
natural ecological habitat, which in turn reduces the amount of water and pesticides needed to
support a living wall.101 “Services provided by [diverse] ecosystems include carbon
sequestration, climate regulation, nutrient cycling and pollination.”102 Living walls, as opposed
to green facades, save the City more money in energy cost and require less maintenance cost as a
result of built-in biodiversity.103
Living walls cost approximately $125 per square foot, with maintenance cost averaging
$300-$1000 per month.104 The City of Los Angeles owns 792,000 properties throughout the
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City.105 If the City were to install 12 square feet of living wall onto a third of the governmentowned buildings within the next year, it would cost the City approximately $396,000,000. The
City can pay for these walls with funding from: (1) from Mayors Land Maintenance Fund of
$64,000,000; (2) monies allocated for Building Regulation in the amount of $593,726,254; and
(3) monies allocated for Environmental Improvements in the amount of $92,121,384 to cover the
costs of these walls.106 This would leave $353,847,638 in the budget to be applied to the more
cost-effective method of green roofs, discussed below.
Green Roofs Reduce Building Energy Load
Building vegetation on roofs (“green roofs”) can cool the surface temperatures of roofs
and surrounding air, as well as the buildings below them.107 Green roofs absorb solar radiation
and supply buildings with a layer of insulation, thereby reducing internal building
temperatures.108 Further, extreme heat reduces energy required to cool the roofs, which saves
money and reduces greenhouse emissions from buildings.109
A two-year study compared the cooling potential of a Green Roof to an adjacent roof
made of a light grey-colored bitumen (“Reference Roof”).110 “The membrane on the Reference
Roof absorbed the solar radiation and reached close to 158°F in the afternoon, while the surface
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of the Green Roof remained around 77°F.”111 The dramatic differences in surface temperature, as
well as in shading, evapotranspiration, and insulation abilities between the two roofs facilitated
massive differences in the respective building’s energy demands in the spring and summer.112
Between April and September, the average daily energy demand for mechanical cooling
operation was approximately 20,500 BTU/day for the Reference Roof but only 5,100 BTU/day
for the green roof, a 75% reduction in cooling energy.113 If widely adopted in an urban
landscape, green roofs can mitigate the heat island effect, thereby further reducing energy
expenditure on cooling.114
Further, green roofs reduce building energy costs by mitigating temperature
fluctuations.115 In the study mentioned above, the Green Roof reduced 95% of the heat gain into
the building and 26% of the heat loss from the building, as compared to the Reference Roof.116
Roofs generally receives more solar radiation than do the vertical surfaces of buildings
making green roofs an especially efficient vegetative solution to reduce a building’s internal
temperatures.117 However, green roofs in hot and arid regions, such as Mediterranean climates,
are hostile for plants due to high temperatures, wind exposure, and drought.118 Further, structural
limitations of buildings reduce water availability and irrigation options for vegetation.119 It is,
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therefore, important to carefully select drought-resistant plant species for use on Mediterranean
climate green roofs, such as two drought-resistant shrub species--Arbutus unedo L. and Salvia
officinalis L.120 121 In addition, succulents are commonly used on green roofs for their high
drought tolerance and relatively fast growth.122 Additionally, planting vegetation in substrates
with high water-holding capacity improves survival rate of green roof plants in Mediterranean
climates.123
Green roof installation ranges from $7 to $20 per square foot, depending on the growing
medium, irrigation needs, and plant variety, with average maintenance cost remaining around
$1.50 per square foot.124 The average residential roof is about 1,700 square feet.125
With an average cost of $15 per square foot, installing a single green roof costs around
$25,500. The City of Los Angeles could install 6,939 green roofs comprised of Arbutus unedo L.,
Salvia officinalis L., and Sedum onto public buildings and still leave $177 million in the budget
for future land maintenance, building regulation, and environmental improvements.126
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4.2. Street Trees
Planting trees along streets provides a canopy of shade for pedestrians and prevents dark
pavements from soaking up the sun's rays.127 Street trees are an efficient and cost-effective way
to cool the City of Los Angeles. “The city’s urban forest shades our homes and streets, reduces
energy usage, minimizes the ‘heat island effect,’ helps clean the air, and improves property
values making City neighborhoods cooler, more livable, and sustainable.”128 There are multiple
existing programs that plant and maintain the City’s street trees along public roads, parkways,
center medians, and other public ways.129
Planting a canopy of trees is one of the most economical ways to cool urban areas.130
“Street trees can reduce annual energy costs anywhere from $2.16 per tree per year to $64 per
tree per year, depending on local climatic conditions. The effect of trees on energy savings varies
by climate. A 25 percent increase in tree canopy cover was estimated to reduce cooling energy
use by 57 percent in Sacramento, California (temperate to hot climate), 25 percent in Lake
Charles, Louisiana (hot/humid climate) and 17 percent in Phoenix, Arizona (hot/dry climate).”131
In 97 cities across the United States, tree canopies “save 245-346 lives annually, and help avoid
more than 50,000 doctor’s visits due to heat annually. The total heat-related benefits from trees
are $1.3-2.9 billion annually.”132 Further, trees beautify neighborhoods, provide energy savings,
127
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offer a pleasant park setting for recreational activities, and add value to the property. Research
shows that trees add 15 to 25 percent to property values.”133 Investing just $4 per resident in tree
planting efforts could improve the health of millions of people.134
Most importantly, trees are critical tools in combatting climate change and cool the
exceedingly hot city streets.135 A single, mature tree absorbs 48 pounds of CO2 from the air each
year.136 A tree-lined sidewalk can reduce the temperature by 20°F- 45°F.137
The Heat Island Effect harms Black and Latinx neighborhoods at a higher rate than white
or higher-income neighborhoods.138 As a result of this striking inequity, Black and Latinx people
are more likely to suffer complications from sustained heat waves and a higher mortality rate.139
A crucial aspect of the plan proposed in this document is investing in lower-income
communities to mitigate the oppressive heat waves and the related health issues that arise from
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experiencing extremely high temperatures regularly. By emphasizing planting trees in lowerincome Black and Latinx communities, the City can efficiently improve the health for residents
in these areas and lessen the oppressive heat felt in these communities.
Cities like New York and San Francisco spend about $70 per tree per year.140 The City of
Los Angeles has historically invested significantly less than similar large cities ($30 per year).141
Mayor Garcetti made tree planting and maintenance a cornerstone of his “Sustainable City
pLAn” by plantings 90,000 new trees by 2021.142 Los Angeles has also allocated $400,000 for
tree planting and maintenance. Further, with the budget of $210 million from StreetsLA’s budget
and approximately $3 million raised by TreePeople, the City can invest a total of $213,400,000
in new trees and tree maintenance.143 At $70 a tree, the City could plant over 1 million new trees
this year and leave the remaining half of the allocation for tree maintenance.
4.3. Vegetative Permeable Pavement
Vegetative permeable pavement is porous and allows air, water, and vegetation into its
gaps.144 Installing more vegetative permeable pavements in Los Angeles can mitigate the Heat
Island Effect by evapotranspiration.145As sun hits the vegetation in the permeable pavement,
moisture evaporates which draws heat out of the pavement.146 Vegetative permeable pavement
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works best in areas with adequate moisture in the summer, but even in dry climates, vegetative
permeable pavement is cooler than conventional, impermeable pavement due to vegetation’s
ability to absorb solar energy.147
Grassy permeable pavements can mitigate summer heat in a Mediterranean climate.148
Three types of permeable pavements include: grass block pavers, porous concrete, and plastic
grid pavers.149 Grass block pavers are lattice-pattern concrete pavers that allow light and water to
reach vegetation in diamond-shaped openings.150 Grass block pavers cost around $3 on average
per square foot and on average 68°F less than asphalt and dark impermeable pavers.151 Porous
concrete is asphalt or concrete that is mixed without fine particles to allow for the passage of
stormwater through the surface of the pavement.152 Porous asphalt costs an average of $1 per
square foot while porous concrete cost around $3 per square foot.153 Porous pavements are not
necessarily cooler regular pavement, but they allow for stormwater to seep through to plant roots
under paved areas.154 Plastic grid pavers are plastic grids with void spaces that can be filled with
either gravel, or soil and grass.155 They allow rain water to seep through to plant roots under
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paved areas, reduce flooding, and lower the surrounding air temperature through
evapotranspiration.156 Plastic grid pavers cost around $2 per square foot.157
A study conducted by the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) predicted that if
pavement reflectance throughout Los Angeles were increased from 10 to 35 percent, the air
temperature could potentially be reduced by 1°F, which would result in $90 million a year in
savings from temperature reductions attributed to increased pavement albedo in the Los Angeles
area.158
Los Angeles City Budget allocates $3 million dollars towards cool pavement projects
known as “cool slurry”.159 With just half of Los Angeles’ cool slurry budget, the City could
install 750,000 square feet of permeable pavement.
Permeable pavements require maintenance once every 10 years160 thus, it is
recommended porous and vegetative concrete only be used in areas with minimal vehicle traffic,
such as overflow parking lots, emergency vehicle access roads, driveways and back roads. There
are other non-vegetative solutions that significantly reduce the heat absorbed into pavement that
can be applied to more heavily trafficked roads.161
4.4. Partnership with City’s Parks Department
A partnership with the City of Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Department (“RAP”)
could mitigate the Heat Island Effect because: (1) RAP employees are trained in California tree
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maintenance and can prune vegetation to reduce the likelihood of fire; (2) RAP employees can
aid in community engagement; and (3) RAP can incorporate tree planting and other vegetative
maintenance events into its youth programing and other events.162
RAP is dedicated to reducing the harmful ramifications from the Heat Island Effect in
Los Angeles.163 RAP already spends resources on cooling stations and replaces turf with drought
resistant plants to save water.164 By implementing the programs proposed below, RAP can
reduce its own need to run cooling stations and take part in cost-effective ways to cool the City
while engaging with the communities it serves.165
RAP employees are uniquely positioned to maintain the vegetation advanced by this
proposal. Los Angeles’ RAP “[t]ree maintenance is performed in two ways: by Department staff
supervised by International Society of Arboriculture Certified Arborists, and/or by a contracted
tree company administered and overseen by Department Certified Arborists. The Forestry
Division also oversees proper species selection in the Department’s Reforestation Program.”166
In addition to overseeing and maintaining trees in parks, the Urban Forest Program already has a
Bureau of Street Services, Street Tree Division operating within its budget.167 By utilizing
existing RAP street tree programing and combining it with the goals of this proposal, the City
can more efficiently reduce the Heat Island Effect. Specifically, RAP is already connected with
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experts who can properly train City parks employees to maintain street trees and guide the
planting effort with California-friendly (i.e., drought-resistant) trees.168
RAP employees can also engage within their local communities; there is a myriad of free
programs set up for kids ages 5-17 with a focus on arts and culture.169 Adding a program for
children and teenagers that want to gain experience in Arboriculture or work to reduce the effects
of climate change in their City would not only bring awareness to the Heat Island Effect but also
bring the community together to solve these issues.
Roughly 1 in 4 American teenagers have participated in climate activism.170 RAP has the
training and the expertise to channel that activism into City-wide programing.171 The Department
could set up regular “days of action,” on which the City’s youth can plant trees, green roofs,
green walls, and prune tree canopies. A day of action for older children, in conjunction with
LAKids programing for children, can spur enthusiasm for vegetative solutions to the Heat Island
Effect.
Los Angeles Parks Department has allocated $268.56 million for Department operations.
Additionally, the City has allotted $35,336,935 for Public Improvements, $87,803,818 for clean
streets, $92,121,384 for Environmental Quality Improvements, $169,041,609 for Blight
Identification and Elimination, and $13,205,912 for Neighborhood Improvement.172 The City
could utilize these funds to implement these initiatives in lower-income communities.
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As stated in Section 4.2, one tree costs about $70 per year to plant and maintain. A semiannual day of action on which teenagers and young adults plant trees, or prune and garden street
trees and parks would be an inexpensive way for the City to conduct parks outreach, plant trees,
and engage the community in dealing with climate change. A semi-annual program with
approximately 200 participants planting five trees each would only cost the City $140,000--well
underbudget in the Neighborhood Improvement and Environmental Quality Improvements
categories. This program could mitigate budget-spending by seeking volunteers to lead tree
planting and enlisting a few employees assist with day-of administrative work.
Los Angeles has a shockingly low number of parks and greenspace throughout the
City.173 “Los Angeles has a median of 3.3 acres of park space per 1,000 people, well below the
median of 6.8 acres per 1,000 people in other high-density U.S. cities.”174 The Trust for Public
Land even ranked Los Angeles 74th out of 100 on its list of cities “park scores, which are based
on a city’s park acreage, facilities and investment, and residential access.”175 High-density
neighborhoods in Los Angeles shoulder the burden of the City’s park shortage.176 “[A] lack of
parks in higher density, lower income areas like Koreatown and Harvard Park often translates to
residents lacking any access to outdoor recreation opportunities.”177
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The costs of creating and maintaining new parks as a program is more difficult to
estimate.178 “Cost estimates for park creation take into account many factors: the size and shape
of the park, existing public ownership of the site or potential exchange sites, existing site
conditions, development features, complexity of design, and construction of support facilities
like underground parking. For downtown parks …, costs ranged from $481,333 with no land
acquisition and few park features, to $9,981,250 per acre including a wide range of park features
and performance.”179 If RAP were to create a program in which LAKids are involved in building
and maintaining a park on City-owned land with minimal park features (mostly plants and some
seating, tables, and few playground equipment) over the course of a year, spending
approximately $500,000 (approximately $20,000 higher than the estimate cited above), the City
would still be significantly under budget. There are approximately 2,200 City-owned vacant
lots.180 The City could allocate monies from any of the categories listed above or take a small
portion from each and begin construction on a new park each year as a RAP program. This
would only cost the City $500,000 per year and drive progress on its environmental goals
illustrated in Mayor Garcetti’s Sustainability pLAn.181
The Parks department can make use of new green spaces created by this proposal for its
other programs. LAKids programing currently focuses on art and culture.182 Programs include
visual arts, film, music, performing arts, textiles/design, and culture.183 All of these programs can
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be enhanced by access to green space. Children can practice drawing or painting different kind of
plants, and they can use smaller green spaces to perform or practice plays and dances. By
increasing green space, particularly in underprivileged neighborhoods, the RAP can conduct its
already-existing programs in Black and Latinx neighborhoods while simultaneously reducing the
Heat Island Effect in Los Angeles’ most vulnerable neighborhoods. This would come at no new
cost to the City, as it already conducts these programs.
4.5. Community Gardens
While increased vegetation is crucial to reducing the Heat Island Effect in Los Angeles,
vegetation requires maintenance, such as pruning to avoid inciting fires.184 The City can create
community gardens that absorb CO2, provide shade, and cool buildings. The community
surrounding the garden can maintain and care for the vegetation to reduce fire hazards and
improve mental health. Community and rooftop gardens can help create greenspaces that absorb
CO2 and reduce cooling costs for the buildings that support them. There are approximately
22,000 vacant lots in Los Angeles, about 10 percent of which are owned by the City.185 Most of
the empty lots throughout the City are located in South Los Angeles.186 “Almost 3,000 lots sit
vacant in South Los Angeles. In comparison, West L.A. has 134 vacant lots and the Wilshire
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Miracle Mile district has 310 vacant lots.”187 Some community organizers are already turning the
vacant lots into community space. The Los Angeles chapter of Trust for Public Land spent six
years and $5 million dollars transforming a blighted vacant lot into Serenity Park.188 If the
average cost of turning a vacant lot into a robust park is around $5 million, the City has enough
money allocated in its budget for this year alone to transform thirty-four vacant lots into parks
and public green space.189 This does not include funding from outside organizers like The Trust
for Public Land or from other state and federal grants available for projects like these.190
The importance of accessible public green space cannot be overstated. Beyond the
environmental benefits of reducing the Heat Island Effect and absorbing CO2,191 there is a
growing body of research on the Nature Deficit Disorder.192 “This expanding body of scientific
evidence suggests that nature-deficit disorder contributes to a diminished use of the senses,
attention difficulties, conditions of obesity, and higher rates of emotional and physical
illnesses.”193 Nature Deficit Disorder is more common in lower-income Black and Latinx
communities due to the lack of green spaces.194 It is vitally important to both reduce the
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oppressive heat in lower-income communities by planting trees and other vegetation that will
provide shade for cooling and provide space for play and interaction with nature.
Housing advocates in Los Angeles want to use the vacant lots to build affordable housing
and homeless shelters.195 The goal of increasing green space to reduce the Heat Island Effect
does not have to contradict the goal of reducing homelessness through affordable and long-term
shelter access. If the City plans to build shelters in vacant lots, the new housing can be built to
accommodate green roofs and rooftop gardens.
Homelessness can lead to a myriad of mental and physical health deficiencies.
Specifically, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, depression, and alcoholism.196 Children that
experience homelessness develop a myriad of mental disorders due to prolonged stress.197
Rooftop gardens, particularly on shelters and low-income housing, can provide massive benefits
to the communities that they serve. Expanding access for homeless or low-income families to
gardens and accessible green spaces for children could greatly increase the mental health of
shelters residents. Touching soil and gardening reduces depression and anxiety, and to increases
life satisfaction, quality of life, and sense of community.198 Moreover, the children in these
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communities usually do not have access to nature or outdoor spaces and can suffer from nature
deficiency, could have healthier lifestyles and more robust childhoods as a result of access to
rooftop gardens and green roofs. Further, rooftop gardens and green roofs keep buildings cooler
and can reduce cooling cost for the City.199
The City allotted $89,524,628 to Housing and Community Investment.200 Housing and
Community Investment encompasses affordable housing trusts, rent stabilization trusts,
community service grants, housing production funds, low- and moderate-income housing funds,
and other sources.201 The City has designated $12 million of Housing and Community
investment as a “General Fund”.202 Further, in 2016 the City’s voters approved a $1.2 billion
shelter construction program.203 Shelter construction costs about $531,373 per unit.204 With the
General Fund alone, the City could construct four new housing units for the homeless
population. If the City were to include $1.2 billion from the voters, the City could potentially
build 2,424 new units. Further, if the City combines the issues of homelessness and lack of green
space by building rooftop gardens on shelters and affordable housing, the City can utilize
Housing and Community funds, and the grants available for community gardens to increase their
budget and save money on future cooling costs.205
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5. Conclusion
The Heat Island Effect poses a serious threat to Los Angeles residents. Without further
mitigation efforts from the local government, the City’s temperatures will continue to rise,
threatening the health and safety of its residents and costing the City billions of dollars in health
and mechanical cooling expenses. This proposal has outlined specific and economical ways to
mitigate the Heat Island Effect exacerbated by global warming: green walls and roofs; permeable
pavements; tree canopies; park and green space expansion; and community gardens.
Implementing these programs can mitigate the stifling heat felt by the City’s residents by up to
45°F and save the City $1.3-$2.9 billion annually.
With the $2,000 reward from winning the Elisabeth Haub School of Law Environmental
Law & Policy Hack Competition Inaugural Problem, we can start organizing partnerships
between Parks Department, housing officials, and Mayor’s Office to begin implementing the
most cost-effective aspects of the proposal, namely, Street Trees and Green Roofs.
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Appendix A- Low-Water and Drought-Resistant Plants206
Perennials, Shrubs,
and Ornamental
Grasses

Trees

Turf and Ground
Cover

Vines

Agave species (Agave)

Arbutus unedo
Buchloe dactyloides Bougainvillea species
(Strawberry Tree)
(Buffalograss)
(Bougainvillea)
Alyogyne huegelii (Blue Chitalpa tashkentensis Cynodon dactylon Macfadyena unguis-cati
Hibiscus)
(Chitalpa)
(Hybrid
(Cat’s Claw)
Bermudagrass)
Arctostaphylos species
Geijera parviflora
Zoysia ‘Victoria’
Vitis californica
(Manzanita)
(Australian Willow)
(Victoria
(California Wild Grape)
Zoysiagrass)
Artemisia species
Laurus nobilis (Sweet Acacia redolens
(Sagebrush)
Bay)
‘Desert Carpet’
Ceanothus species
(California Lilac)
Chamelaucium
uncinatum (Geraldton
Waxflower)
Cistus species
(Rockrose)
Dudleya species (Live
Forever)
Echeveria species
(Hens-and-Chickens)
Encelia californica
(California Encelia)
Galvezia speciosa
(Island Bush
Snapdragon)
Grevillea species
(Grevillea)

Olea europaea ‘Swan
Hill’ (Swan Hill
Olive)
Pinus eldarica
(Afghan Pine)

(Dwarf Prostrate
Acacia)

Prosopsis chilensis
(Chilean Mesquite)
Quercus agrifolia
(Coast Live Oak)

Baccharis species
(Coyote Brush)
Cotoneaster
dammeri (Bearberry
Cotoneaster)
Lampranthus
species (Ice Plant)
Lantana
montevidensis
(Trailing Lantana)
Myoporum
parvifolium
(Myoporum)
Sedum species
(Stonecrop)

Achillea species
(Yarrow)
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Heteromeles arbutifolia
(Toyon)
Lavandula species
(Lavender)s
Leucophyllum species
(Texas Ranger)
Lobelia laxiflora
(Mexican Bush Lobelia)
Mahonia nevinii
(Nevin’s Barberry)
Melalueca nesophila
(Pink Melaleuca)
Myrtus communis
(Common Myrtle)
Nassella species
(Needlegrass)
Penstemon species
(Penstemon)
Rhus species (Sumac)
Rosmarinus officinalis
(Rosemary)
Salvia, selected species
(Sage)
Sisyrinchium bellum
(Blue-Eyed Grass)
Tapetes lemmonii
(Copper Canyon Daisy)
Verbena, selected
species (Verbena)
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Appendix B- Funding
Operating Budget

Total Funds Allocated

Building Regulation

$542,858,096

$593,726,254

City Planning and Zoning
Blight Identification and
Elimination
Public Improvements
Stormwater Management
Aesthetic and Clean Streets
and Parkways
Environmental Quality
Neighborhood Improvement

$69,288,408
$105,490,033

$96,216,040
$169,041,609

$93,026,428
$17,005,335
$63,254,661

$35,336,935
$98,005,717
$87,803,818

$69,685,469
$11,284,927

$92,121,384
$13,205,912

Housing
Housing and Community
Investment
L.A.’s Green Deal,
Sustainable City pLAn
plAn’s Land Maintenance
Fund
Cool Slurry
StreetsLA
TreePeople

$52,842,325
90,564,885

$120,132,225
89,524,628

N/A

$55,200,000

N/A

$64,044,000

N/A
N/A
N/A

$3,000,000
$210,000,000
$2,950,287

Function and Subsection
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